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Handling
Export and Import of

NVOCC
Containers

NVOCC Agency Services
We look forward to Partner with Non-Vessel
Operated
Common Carriers (NVOCC’ s) from the Indian sub-continent,
the Middle East region and South East Asia for a mutual
growth and cooperation. Bluebay Bahrain believes in mutual
commitments and therefore we partner with only those
NVOCC’s
having
nonidentical
containers
impex
specializations and location preferences to cover a wider
range of customers and to justify a quick turn around of our
Principal line Containers.

Our key to Principal satisfaction
is to provide our agency management
services to those dedicated NVOCC’s,
who are proficient in accepting exports
to certain preferred sectors, which
enables us to keep a regularity of
Local Exporters with the same Principal line, connecting both
the NVOCC as well as the Shipper’s directly, which enables
us to keep the momentum.

Our expert IMPEX (Import-Export)
team ensures a exclusive Sales of
our Principal Line Containers to
various exporters in Bahrain
for a swift turn-around of
containers to preferred locations
as preferred by our Principal as
we maintain a regular Support
from Bahraini local manufacturing companies, scrap & Oil
traders in Bahrain, who usually move their consignment to
preferred sectors of the NVOCC’s.

We have a dedicated Storage facility
(Empty
Container
Storage
Depot), which is prioritized for those
NVOCC Principal’s whom we
represent as agents / business
partners in Bahrain which further
allows the principals at any given
time to have a surplus of inventory available for use for the
local exporters from Bahrain to various preferred sector of
the lines. We provide inspection of empty returned
containers and our team is in constant touch with
the Principal line office to notify safe handling of Principal
line assets.

Address:

Office No. 25, Bldg 450,
Road 1109, Block 711,
Tubli, P.O. Box 1914
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